
of respondents have 
successfully 
scanned a QR code

37% 

Higher for the young

Higher for males

37%
 

60%
  
 

17% 
 

30%46%

Reasons why people haven’t scanned a QR code:

60%

18%   

6%    

18% 

0.5% 

do not have a smartphone 

not interested in the info being offered 

tried and it did not work 

seems too complicated 

on the subway

What makes it worth the effort to scan QR codes:

 61%
free stuff discounts exclusive offers useful tool

$

e.g. info-laden apps

56% 38% 16%

i

The majority of respondents’ smartphone and tablet app types are:

37%

23%

20%

 informative

 social
 games

f of females 

18% 

useful
49%

34%

The amount of apps people 
have on their phones:

of people have
apps created by a 
consumer brand 

45% 
MEDIA

The brand-created apps respondents are most interested in and trust:

39%
RETAILER PACKAGED 

GOODS
FASHION/
LIFESTYLE

7%33% 21%

18 to 34 year olds

Respondents are likely to use a brand app if it:

42%

highest for
35 to 54 year olds

42%

highest for
55+ year olds

50%

Deal-loving grocery shoppers want:

traditional 
printed coupons

apps that give coupon 
offers while in the store

highest for

coupon websites

personal information

60% 
to a brand for a tangible benefit
(discount or VIP access to future product) 

would give their 

But the following is too personal:

55+ year olds

35 to 54 year olds

18 to 34 year olds

33%

38%

61%

users by age:

use social websites that cater to a 
particular sport, hobby, or interest 
Pinterest, Instagram, Viddy 

35%

36%

28% 

$
18  to 34 year olds 

  
 

35 to 54 year olds 
 

55+ year olds 
 

Consumers think brands should be better at:

46% 27%44% 31% 24%

have mostly social apps

of males 
have mostly informative apps

product innovation 
geared to healthier 
lifestyle choices

saving time: 
customer service that 
eliminates steps and hassle 

improving social 
responsibility 
record

seamless and transparent 
communication with 
consumers 24/7 

making buying easier: 
apps/sites that help make informed 
decisions and online ordering

Thoughts of brands on these sites:

44%

63%

41%   

15% 

a brand sending emails tailored to you

discounts on products bought most frequently or products a brand thinks you need 

giving a brand access to your phone number, Facebook account or other “private” means of communication 

50%

32%   

10%    

16% 

depends on what they post and how 
respectful they are of the community

annoying

makes them more likeable 

makes them more top of mind

Techwise, consumers are looking forward to: 

shopping innovation, like scannable 
codes on flyers that build shopping 
lists and send in-store reminders 
when near the item 

19%

14% 12%
NFC technology so you 
can pay for things with 
a tap of your smartphone

smart mobile promotions
where brands send relevant 
offers to your phone geared to 
current location/activity

15%
facial recognition in outdoor 
ad platforms to trigger 
personalized ad messages

29%
motion sensors that launch 
in-store ads and offers when 
they sense your proximity

29%
smart TVs that are voice 
activated and store 
files like a computer 

smart fridges with product-embedded 
sensors that re-order household 
goods as supplies dwindle

44% 30%
ability to customize products, 
from package design to 
actual product specs

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

??

30% excited 24% weary 46% “what’s a digital wallet?”

young people 
are most excited

older people mostly
don’t know what it is

digital wallet

{ { {

45% 73%

$

17%

15%

22%

38%

7%

zero

1-5

5-10

10-30

30+

have zero apps
67% of 55+ year olds

such as:

90%
rewards

36%65%
offers recipes lets them

them for using a product with where to find ingredients 
in the grocery aisles

connect with others
during events

Daily tech advances take us closer to Philip K. Dick’s sci-fi vision of the future, wherein smart ads float around looking for passersby,  talking to 

you by name and helpfully (or annoyingly, if you’re on the lam) making compelling pitches for things you need.

Since the future is nigh, strategy wanted to know what kind of techy innovation consumers are really ready for, and what sort of shopping and 

lifestyle interface roles they’re amenable to brands playing in their lives.

Toronto-headquartered Fresh Intelligence took our questions to their panel of Canadians, and this is what they found:

What consumers Want noW + next
NextBigthiNg 


